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The Read to Me functionality of LanguaBooks
lets you enjoy listening to stories in English
while listening to the narrator reading the text.

Read Aloud is a main LanguaBooks Activity. It Speaks, Listen and Teach.

In this illustration, the learner has just
recorded the passage. The LanguaMetrics
system instantly calculates scores for
sentences words and phonemes and then
repaints the text on the screen in green
and red letters. Green words and letters
represent speech that will be understood
by a native speaker. Red words and letters
represent speech that needs
improvement. The learner’s mission is
easily understood; get the red out!

The learner is encouraged to “Play My
Voice” and then listen and compare it to
the native model, while observing the
text on the screen.

PictureBook variant of Read Aloud Activity with Live picture mode

The Live picture mode of
Read Aloud Activity lets
kids study pictures, hear
audio and see
descriptions of the target
objects. It’s a lot of fun.

Partner Curriculums are LanguaBooks
collections aligned with our partner’s learning
programs. They can include books from
LanguaBooks UA, as well as, proprietary texts
and tests created for our partners.

There are Remediation and Assessment books (Tests).
Tests can be Standalone or used inside the Curriculums. Test
results are not available for the user until the test is complete.
Almost every Activity has both Remediation and Assessment
variants, so the content of every book can be easy converted
to a test.

There are various Quiz Activities in LanquaBooks
for checking how well a student understands the
texts he reads (Reading Comprehension) and for
testing how well he can understand the audio
questions (Listening Comprehension).

All Quiz Activities are available in Remediation
mode for training and Assessment mode for Tests.
In Remediation mode the user will receive
immediate feedback if his answers are correct or
not. While in Assessment mode results will be
reported only after completion of the test.

LanguaBooks Flash Card Activity is a fun way for
kids to learn new words and practice their
pronunciation. The Listen & Repeat concept works
perfectly in this Activity type.

Users click on a pair of cards. The cards stay open
if a match was found or turn back if not. The game
trains not only English knowledge but also
memory and attention. Most of all it is great fun.

LanguaBooks Match Up Activities are games for
kids to find the right combinations of image and
sentence, or word and definition, or question and
answer.

Note! In every activity there are audio instructions
explaining what is required in it.

Spell Out activity lets the student to listen to the word
audio and write it down by selecting letters in the
correct order.

Classic Fill In the Blanks activities in LanguaBooks are
extended with a capability to listen to the sentence
audio. It helps students to identify proper answers
when they have problems.

Note! In Remediation books you can use Contents page
to navigate directly to page you need.

In Line Up activities in LanguaBooks students have to
arrange objects in the right order. There can be Text or
Image objects.

Note! Diamond will become Gold when you
make correct answer.

Line Up – Make a sentence activity lets student make a
sentence from the words.

In the Read Aloud activity the user earns from one to five
stars based on the number of errors made while reading
aloud.

Quiz
score

Reading
score

Total Score is the total number
of diamonds collected by user.

When the user exits the book the collected Book Scores
(diamonds) will be shown. There are both Reading and Quiz
scores.

Reading score represent the Reading activity average scores
for the book, while Quiz score represent total correct
converted to one of five diamonds.
Book Reading and Quiz scores are also shown in the
Library for every book on the shelf and on the Book
Info page.

Attempts shows how many time user
read the book from beginning to the
end.

User can review the list of key words, listen to
the Words and get their descriptions.

Vocabulary words are bold in the text

Vocabulary functionality is available in many high level
books. Key words of the book are shown as bold in the
text and their list is shown when click on the
‘Vocabulary’ tab.

LanguaBooks UA supports several user interface
languages. To change language go to Edit profile mode
and select Interface language. All menus and messages
will be in selected language as well as Activities audio
instructions in the books.

LanguaBooks format supports content translation to
user native language. If user’s Interface language is not
English, then in the book appears a button with
language key.

If in the book provided translation to user
language, then click on this button will
show a translation of the text.
Even more, if in the book provided an
audio in the user language, then you can
listen to it by clicking on the Play model
button.

LanguaBooks format supports dictionary translations
to user native language. If user’s Interface language
is not English, then in the dictionary can be shown
word translation to user language.

Note! Word description is always in English.
Currently translations are not available for all
words in the dictionary. We are working on it.

Puzzle Activity type is a fun game for kids and still
can be used for education purposes.
In LanguaBooks™ puzzles for example audio of the
story can be played when puzzle completed or a part
of the story payed when element dragged to right
place and whole story in the end.

Or when click on Puzzle element can be played
audio and by listening to the audio user should
decide where is a right place to place it.

LanguaBooks Rating shows how many
scores you have collected in
comparison with other LanguaBooks
users.
Rating calculation is based on Reading
and Quiz scores (diamonds) collected
by user. There can be maximum 10
diamonds per book.
On the main page of the project in Analytics
section you can see top 10 users in LanguaBooks
rating, how many diamonds they collected and
how many books they read.
Note! Users with Teacher and School
Administrator roles don’t take part in rating and
for them this information won’t be shown.

If you are a parent and want to control how your kids are using
LanguaBooks™ then do the following:
- During Registration or in Edit profile mode select ‘I am a
parent’ option
- After this you will get an access to the Parent mode.
- There you can create account for your child or establish
a link with already existing account of your child.
- After this you will get an access to your kids reports and
can control how they are using LanguaBooks UA.

MyLanguaBook™ - it is a special type of LanguaBook™ where you create your
own story for the proposed set of pictures and then can practice reading it aloud.
The main element of MyLanguaBook™ is a Free Text Read
Aloud Activity. User can enter his own text for every page of
the book. When ready, he can read it aloud and save his text
and audio for the future use and review by the teacher.

Click Next when finish with
this page. Your text and
audio will be saved for
future use and reporting.

Enter your text here.

Click Play button to listen
to your audio.
Click Edit button to
change your text.

Click Record button and
read your text aloud.

To let user better prepare his story, every
MyLanguaBook™ contains a PDF with set
of book pictures. User can download and
print it to work on your texts off-line.

Dialog - is another form of Read Aloud Activity in which the text is a conversation between two or more actors.
1. Choose an actor, and then you can either listen, or read
the actor’s part aloud. You can choose the whole dialog,
or only phrases of the selected actor.

4. You can adjust the
Speed of model
playback and time for
recording if you
think it is too fast or
too slow for you.

2. Click the Play Model
button to listen to the
model.
3. Note!!! You can practice
single phrases by
themselves. Just click on the
actor icon near the phrase to
select it.

6. Click Play My Voice
button to listen to your
audio. If you read for a
single actor, it will read
the whole dialog, but
with your voice for actor
you recorded.
7. Click the Record button and read only the
highlighted phrase. No need to click the Record
button to move on to the next phrase, it will
move automatically. The time allowed for
recording of each phrase depends on the Model
speed.
8. Total Score for the Dialog Activity is calculated only
when you read the entire dialog. You also can have an
Individual Score for the actor you are representing, but it
won’t be saved in the Activity results.

Comics - are another form of Read Aloud Activity in which the text of a conversation between two or more actors is
presented to the user in the form of a comic book. It is similar to the Dialog Activity but has another layout with pictures
for every scene.
1. Every page in the comic contains phrases for each actor. Choose an
actor, and then you can either listen, or read the actor’s part aloud.

2. Use this bar to navigate through the
story. Each circle represents a page in
the comic. Yellow circles represent
pages with phrases of the currently
selected actor. When you click on a
circle the corresponding page will
appear on the screen. Purple circles
indicate the current page.

3. Current
page indicator

4. Click the Play Model button to listen to
the model. If a single actor was selected
then only his phrases will be played back.

5. Adjust the Speed of model
playback and time for recording
if you think it is too fast or too
slow for you.

7. The Recording time
indicator appears only
when it is your turn to read
the phrase. It will reduce
and disappear when your
time for recording of this
phrase is over.

6. Click the Record button to
start reading aloud. You have
to read only the phrases of
the selected actor. No need
to click the Record button to
move on to the next page, it
will move automatically. The
time allowed for recording
of each phrase depends on
the Model speed.

